Coach’ s Corner
By Larry Wise

I

Balancing the Bow

n the blink of an eye, a released bowstring travels its 20
inch power stroke toward the target in a mere .015 of a
second. The arrow leaves the bowstring and is launched
to the target so quickly, the human eye cannot see it happen.
A lot happens in this .015 of a second. The arrow is propelled toward the target but the limbs, cams and handle riser
are also moving. While the arrow, bowstring, limbs and cams
move toward the target, the bow handle goes in the opposite
direction and compresses back into the archer’s bow hand
according to the laws of physics. One law of physics states
that for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.
How the handle performs during this “blink” of time
is one of the major determining factors in where the arrow
impacts and the consistency with which it does so. In other
words, both accuracy and precision depend on the bow handle action – dynamic performance - during the brief time
that the limbs and bowstring drive the arrow out of the bow.
Once the arrow is in “free flight,” neither the bow nor
the archer has any more effect on the flight of the arrow.
Therefore, great care must be taken to properly and consistently optimize the conditions of the launch and ensure the
arrow impacts the desired target. Those conditions include
the following:

The Stasis stabilizer system by Stokerized has no limitations in
its versatility and adjustments, making it extremely customizable
and maybe the last stabilizer you will ever need. All Stasis stabilizers feature an exclusive patented SS1 Bracket and a patent-pending All Axis Pivot. The Stasis 15 and 19 measure 15 and 19 inches,
weighing 12.75 and 13.75 ounces respectively. Each is built with
Premium Carbon Tubing and includes six 1 ounce SS Weights in
matching finish and SS1 dampeners. The Quick Disconnect is sold
separately. Installed opposite the sight and bow quiver, the Stasis
will help dampen the roll to the right.

With no stabilizer on my latest PSE Freak hunting bow, it wants
to tip to the right, twist in my hand and fall forward, as you see in
the photo at left above. This unbalanced condition forces me to
constantly fight to keep the bow upright and pointed to the target.
If you want your bow to feel like it is part of you, you must add a
stabilizer to create a proper balance. At right is the same bow, held
loosely in my hand, after I’ve gone through the balancing steps
outlined in this article.

1) The aimed direction of the bow/arrow system.
2) The placement of the bow hand.
3) The consistency of the release technique.
4) The arrow’s dynamic spine and flight characteristics.
5) The consistency of the limb and cam system performance.
6) The physical balance of the bow.
The archer has direct control over all of these factors.
Building proper form takes care of factors one, two and
three. Good bow tuning and arrow building take care of four
and five. You, the dealer, must help educate your customers
so they can deal with these conditions. This article will help
with the sixth issue on this list: physically balancing the bow
with stabilizers. I’m not talking about reducing noise and
vibration, two other things stabilizers do well; I’m talking
about balance. I will focus on the more elaborate, adjustable
stabilizers that can help achieve that.
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Holding and shooting
your bow is like flying
an airplane. You must be
aware of how your bow
pitches up or down, how
it rolls the top limb left or
right and how the bow can
torque as the target-side
stabilizer rotates left or
right in your hand. A good
bow hand and proper
stabilizing can eliminate
these movements and
increase shooting consistency and accuracy.

The bow hand must be correctly placed and relaxed if you are
going to take full advantage of any stabilizer system you place on
your bow. Your knuckles must be at a 45 degree angle to the bow
handle and your fingers and thumb must be relaxed for zero tension. When correct and relaxed, the thumb points to the target and
the bow is free from any torque forces from your hand.

Bow Balance And Dynamic Performance
When the bowstring is released, the bow handle and all
of the attached parts move. This is violent movement, so the
big issue when you begin balancing your bow with a stabilizer is understanding how to control that movement so it
enhances your shooting consistency and accuracy.
Here are some facts regarding modern compound bows.
The entire bow system is grossly unbalanced before you put
any stabilizers on it. The shoot-through handles help by balancing or nearly balancing the left and right sides but when
the sight and arrow rest are installed on one side, the bow is
weighted to that side and proper balance has to be reestablished by using stabilizers.
1) BOW HAND: When the bow hand presses into the
grip section of the bow handle, it does so below the vertical
center. This means the hand is exerting a force on the lower
half of the handle that causes the bow to “pitch” the top limb
back toward the archer. (“Pitch” is an airplane piloting term
for going nose-up or nose-down.)
2) NOCKING POINT: The nocking point of most bows
is above the vertical center of the bowstring. At full draw, this
force is also trying to pitch the bow handle around its center
by pulling the top limb toward the archer.
3) HANDLE DESIGN: The top and bottom halves
of any handle are unequal in mass (weight), some more
than others. During the launch of an arrow, this unequal
mass affects the pitch, roll and yaw (torque) of the handle
as it comes back into your bow hand during the launching
power stroke.
4) HANDLE WEIGHTING: Most handles are weighted
more to the cable-side of the bow. A few more expensive
handles have shoot-through risers that do a better job of left/
right weight balance and these risers are less prone to threedimensional flexing during the draw and power stroke.

5) BOW SIGHT: Any sighting device that is attached
to one side of the bow handle adds weight to that side. The
heavier the bow sight is, the more off-balance the bow handle becomes and the more counterweighting must be used
to establish a neutral left/right balance. The arrow rest also
adds weight to one side.
6) CAM WEIGHT: Many bows today have asymmetrical cam systems. In other words, the top and bottom
cams (wheels) have different shapes and masses (weight).
Symmetric cams are the same shape and weight, just as the
two wheel bows of the 70s and 80s were. These cams/wheels
are thrust into motion when the bowstring is released, giving them momentum and if these wheels are of different
weights, they will have different amounts of momentum.
Although this may be a relatively small matter, it does enter
the dynamic bow balancing equation.
These are most of the facts regarding the bow riser/
limb/cam system. It is out of balance and can, with weights,
be brought into relative dynamic balance during the .015 of a
second in which the bowstring pushes the arrow toward the
target. When the system is dynamically balanced, it can and
usually does perform more consistently. A better balanced
system shoots better groups.
My old friend and mentor, former Olympic Coach Bud
Fowkes, always said, “Don’t put anything on the bow unless
it improves the arrow groups in the target.” Some people lose

From Apex Gear, this Carbon Core stabilizer comes in a conventional model or the Offset version shown, which provides a great
deal more balance control. The stainless steel weights on the
ends can be removed and the unit can be slid back and forth in
the mount as needed. Pivoting where the unit mounts to the bow
can move the whole mass toward the riser or away from it. We’re
showing it in Realtree Xtra. A variety of colored dampening rings
are included in the package.
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The 2016 Truglo Carbon XS Stabilizer is very popular in archery
shops that want to offer high performance for archers on a budget.
It comes in 7 and 9 inch sizes, has adjustable weights, has quality
vibration dampening and includes a wrist sling.

Specialty Archery Feather Lite stabilizers are built using three
high-modulus carbon rods that make them both light and stiff. The
Feather Lite is designed to allow the shooter to place the weight
exactly where it is needed to achieve perfect balance. The weights
are held in a vibration-dampening Navcom slider. These weights
are interchangeable, so you will not only get better balance but
also be able to absorb extra noise created when shooting the bow.

touch with Fowkes’ rule and go overboard with accessories
and stabilizers, forgetting to determine if they improve the
groups. The wise customer won’t put an accessory on the
bow just because someone else has it on their bow; they will
test to see if it makes their bow group better. Follow Fowkes’
rule all the time and you will reap the resulting rewards.
If the bow’s purpose is to accurately and consistently
launch the arrow to the target center, then you would expect
the bow handle to remain in its vertical attitude during the
power stroke. In other words, the bow handle should remain
“plumb” or vertical during the power stroke. Therefore, during the .015 of a second in which the bowstring propels the
arrow forward, the handle should remain vertically oriented
and move only a micro amount horizontally back into the

bow hand. In other words, the handle-riser does not pitch,
roll or yaw on its vertical axis; it does shift horizontally back
into the bow hand a microscopic amount during the power
stroke according to the law of physics already mentioned.
Following that, the entire bow system thrusts toward the target during a “rebound” reaction but the arrow will be gone
by that time and unaffected by such a reaction.
Here’s a reminder about the three movements used for
describing orientation in space. I mentioned that “pitch”
describes the target-side stabilizer moving up or down.
“Roll” describes the top limb rotating right or left while
the bottom limb does the opposite. “Yaw” is also known as
“torque” and it describes the target-side stabilizer rotating
left or right in the horizontal plane.

Stabilizer Purpose and Construction
The job of the stabilizer is to dampen all handle
movement other than the horizontal movement back
into the bow hand. The stabilizer must dampen pitching,
rolling and yawing (torque). This allows the arrow to be
aimed and launched accurately and consistently to the

Todd Reich, owner of Dead Center Archery Products, has
designed a new bowhunting stabilizer package that allows the
customer to experiment to find the right “feel” of their bow. He’s
also holding the Pro Bow Balancer pro shops can use to establish the initial balance of a hunting bow or target bow.
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The Nitro Hunter Stabilizer by Pine Ridge Archery Products can
help balance the bow and comes with Sawtooth vibration dampening technology on a lightweight aluminum body. The Nitro
Hunter is available in a 5.5 inch (5 ounce) version and a longer 7.5
inch (6 ounce) version. Both models are available in flat black with
eight color accents, including red, blue, lime green, orange, purple,
pink, yellow and turquoise. The Nitro Hunter is also available with
the body in Mathews Lost Camo or Next G1 Vista Camo.

target. In other words, the wasted energy of the power stroke
(about 20 percent of the stored energy) and unwanted bow
hand torque must be dampened or dissipated by the stabilizers during both the aiming phase and power stroke. The
law of physics at work here is that an object at rest tends to
stay at rest unless acted upon by a force.
The shape and the materials of the stabilizer are very
important to how well it does its job. Weight suspended at
a distance and how it resists movement is one of the important features of the design process. The construction of the
stabilizer rod also helps dissipate wasted energy after the
arrow launch.
For over eight years, I have been associated with
Dead Center Archery Products (DCAP) of Beaver Town,
Pennsylvania. It’s located just 20 miles from my home and
owner Todd Reich has become a good friend and business
associate.
The Dead Center
stabilizer rods Reich
uses are pultruded carbon tubes. The diameter and wall thickness
give them strength and
rigidity. The high-modulus carbon fibers that
run linearly (lengthwise
end to end) oscillate at
a high frequency as they
dissipate the vibrations
that are transferred from
the bow system. The
end-caps are machined
aluminum, as are the
add-on weights and
the quick-disconnect
adjustable arms. This
combination of materiThe Pro Bow Balancer in use. A als makes a very effecsimple front-mounted stabilizer tive, lightweight and stiff
improved the front and back balance system of bow-balancof this bow but it took offsetting it to
ing stabilizers.
the side and then angling it down to
An additional prodget the best balance for both shootuct Reich has designed
ing and carrying this hunting bow.

The Covert Stabilizer from Apex Gear puts the mass out front
and tames noise and vibration with a Rumble Buster dampening
disc. The stabilizer is machined from aluminum and includes an
optional Picatinny rail mount for accessories. With the rail, the
weight of this 7 inch long model is 6.5 ounces.

and manufactures is his patented Pro Bow Balancer. This
device cradles the bow grip and allows it to “float” on two
sets of bearings so the stabilizers can be situated on the freefloating bow, allowing for a known and effective “initial”
balance to be established.
Reich’s main goal this year is to grow his hunting stabilizer line with expanded product offerings. The newest item
DCAP is offering is the Dead Level Hunter Kit, Gen II hunting stabilizer system. This system includes extra weights so
the customer can custom balance their hunting bow setup
to suit their own “feel.” This is something I always do to my
own bow, as it is necessary to carrying, holding and, most
importantly, raising my bow on target when it’s crunch time.
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Balance is how you make the bow feel as though it is part
of you and an extension of your body. A kit with adjustable
connectors and extra weights enables you to do that. When I
get proper balance, I can raise my hunting bow on target in
the vertical plane. In other words, the bow is not canted with
the top leaning left or right; I don’t have to fight with the bow
to hold it plumb. With the bow vertical, you get your most
consistent accuracy and minimize left/right misses. Good
balance makes this happen automatically.
DCAP is part of Reich’s Top Notch Machine Shop business, so he controls all aspects of the manufacturing of the
stabilizers he makes. Here’s a quick outline of how a stabilizer gets manufactured:
1) Aluminum end-caps are machined.
2) Carbon tubing is cut to length and the ends are
sanded to accept glue.
3) All parts are cleaned.
4) Dampeners are inserted.
5) End caps are glued in place.
6) External dampeners are installed and decals
are applied.
7) The completed stabilizer is inserted into a clamshell package.
This makes it sound simple but it is not. There are lots of
machine steps and handling work to do. The end result is a
high-quality stabilizer in a handsome package ready for UPS
or USPS pickup. When it is displayed in an archery shop, the
consumer can see exactly what they are getting and how to
use it effectively.
DCAP manufactures both carbon and aluminum stabilizers. The rate of sales is two to one for carbon over the
lower-priced aluminum, as consumers see carbon products
in a more favorable light.
DCAP also makes a full line of long target stabilizers,
back bars and bowhunter division (less than 12 inch long)
systems. It can custom-make any length of stabilizer you
want and offers standard lengths up to 36 inches.

About 75 percent of your bow’s stored energy goes to driving the
arrow out of the bow; some of the remainder is wasted on vibration and noise. Bowjax vibration dampeners improve the feel
of your bow by canceling some of the vibrations created by that
wasted energy. Silence Saver Stabilizer Dampeners come in a three
pack in red, black or fluorescent green.

Balancing My Hunting Bow
Here’s what I do to balance my hunting bow. Since the
“feel” of the bow is an integral part of shooting archery, I
want any bow I use to feel as though it is part of me, much
like a prosthetic limb has to feel like it is part of the user.
You cannot perform well or consistently if you are fighting
your bow; you will be unlikely to make a high-value shot on
demand while under duress.
I want my bow to feel balanced when I carry it, hold it,
raise it, aim it and release it. That seems like a lot to ask but it
is relatively easy to attain. I did it with my latest hunting bow,
a PSE Freak. I have used this bow as a demonstrator for two
years when I appeared at the Outdoor Life/Field & Stream
Deer and Turkey Expo shows but converted it to my hunting
bow in September.
Step one: install accessories. After installing my T.R.U.
Ball/Axcel Armour Tech sight, a QAD rest and my two piece
quiver, I was ready to get a feel for the bow. It was, of course,
top- and right-side heavy. The top wanted to fall forward and
off to the right as I held it loosely in my bow hand. From past
experience, I knew I would need to add weight low and offset
it to the left. Weight straight out the target-side of the riser
was not going to do the job. If you have a Pro Bow Balancer
unit, this process is easier.
Step two: add a basic stabilizer. I tried a simple stabilizer pointing toward the target. As expected, it did not help
at all with the right-side roll situation; the top rolled right

This Outpost Dual Stabilizer Mount from Apex Gear is new for
2017. It allows you to mount one stabilizer out the front of the bow
and a second angled back to help correct pitch and roll. The joints
have nonslip teeth that mesh together with laser-engraved markings to help you set the correct angle. The sling is included.
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and the bow pitched forward. I next tried a simple 4 inch offset bar so the stabilizer set out to the left. That was all I needed on my older hunting bow, A PSE
Shark-X but that was not a reflexed handle design. This offset helped but the bow
was still not left/right balanced in my hand. I tried pointing the stabilizer backward but that felt worse.
Step three: add an articulating mount. I next installed a double-jointed
mount (I call it the “double knuckle”) that DCAP is making so I could adjust the
stabilizer in a variety of directions. Mounting it on the target side pitched the bow
downward too much, so I moved it to the string-side or “face” of the riser and got
a much better feel. By pointing the 6 inch stabilizer downward and outward, I was
able to get a better left/right balance; the bow didn’t want to roll in my hand as
much when I raised it and held it outward at arm’s length.
Step four: add weight. I rotated the stabilizer outward but could not correct
the roll completely, so I added several weights. This established the roll-balance
that felt good in my hand and the bow stayed plumb. The only flaw was that on
the shot, the top of the bow pitched back toward me a bit, so I rotated the stabilizer toward the target about 10 degrees more. The top cam then pitched a bit
toward the target, which I knew would perform well on the shot and also feel
good in my hand.
Step five: set the carrying balance. The last issue I dealt with was how the
bow felt when I carried and held it. When I carried my bow at my side while
holding it at the grip, it was top-heavy. The top cam wanted to drop to the
ground, making the bow difficult to carry. I moved my stabilizer system to the
lower mounting hole near the bottom of the riser and the end-for-end balance
improved dramatically. I made a small change in stabilizer rotation to get the
balanced feel I wanted.
Step six: raise the bow. As I was currently balanced, I knew my bow would
aim steady and perform well but there is another aspect that is critical to bowhunting success: raising your bow. If you raise it on a game animal with your
focus on your shot-execution process (as it should be), then you are not engaged
in analyzing if your bow is plumb or not. By having my stabilizer mounted low on
the handle, I made sure my bow properly rose because of the pendulum effect.
When I raise and draw my bow, the low-mounted stabilizer pulls the bottom
limb/cam downward like a plumb bob and it stays there. Making small stabilizer
adjustments while you practice will make it feel like it is part of you, thus elevating
your first-shot consistency to a new high.

Target Bow Stabilizer Setup
At the start, the bow must be ready to shoot except for the stabilizers to be
added. All of the accessories you intend to use must be installed and should
include the bow sight, arrow rest, peep sight, nocking point and string dampeners.
Step one: place the bow in the balancer. Attach the cradle at the grip section
and then place it in the balancer. Lock the bearing set that allows clockwise and
counterclockwise “roll” so the handle can only pitch nose-up or down.
Step two: install the long rod. Place the long stabilizer rod to the back (target
side) of the bow with one small weight attached to the end. The length of the rod
is a personal choice but keep in mind that for balancing purposes, we will use
the mathematical product of the end-weight and the rod length (mass x length).
Step three: install a short counterbalance rod. Next, install an offset arm
with a short rod (8 to 15 inches) and weights pointing away from the target and
toward the archer. This rod and weight are first used to counterbalance the long
rod and later to balance the left/right weight of the bow system.
Step four: establish a beginning balance between the long rod and the
short rod. Balancing the bow so the handle and bowstring are vertical at this
point is not the objective. Remember, the bow is not “working” when it is in the
balancer unit and having an equal “static” (still or inactive) balance does not
mean the system will be optimally balanced when you have the bow at full draw
or when the bow is actively working during its power stroke. The final dynamic
balance must be found by shoot-testing for arrow groups. Therefore, because of
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Suspending weight at a distance to resist movement from a stationary position is what a stabilizer accomplishes. Tournament
archers use longer stabilizer rods made of stiff carbon tubing to
take advantage of this fact. The goal is to help the bow handle stay
in its vertical attitude (eliminate pitch, roll and yaw) while the cams
and limbs send the arrow out of the bow.

the handle design conditions mentioned earlier, the starting
point for the bow held in the balancer unit is recommended
to be pitched down.
Front/Back Balance: Begin with the front/back balance
set so the long rod pitches down at 45 degrees. Once again,
it is all about the weight multiplied by its distance from the
bow handle. Both Reich and I find that being pitched down
at 45 degrees when the bow is in the balancer is best for
when the bow is
“working” during
the power stroke.
Left/Right
Balance: I recommend the left/
right balance be
set equal so the
handle balances in
the vertical plane.
The bearings in the
Pro Bow Balancer
unit can be locked
to prevent the long
rod from tipping
down while you
add weight to the
c ou nt e r b a l a n c e
rod and also rotate
it further from or
nearer to the bow
handle using the
offset bar. On my
own bow, I had to
increase the rod
length from 8 to
12 inches, add 6
ounces of weight
and increase the
offset bar length

There are lots of stabilizer manufacturers, so selecting the ones
you want to stock is an important decision. So is how you display
them to customers. I like versatility but not all of your customers
will, so I recommend you display some simple 6 inch stabilizers
along with the more versatile models. (Photo By Bryan Brady,
Lancaster Archery Academy)

from 3 to 4 inches. A small rotation change outboard (this
moved the counterbalance further from the bowstring) got
the bow in perfect left/right balance while pitching downward at 45 degrees.
Step five: shoot test for groups. Test the initial stabilizer
setup by paper testing from 5 to 8 yards. Then shoot longdistance to test the arrow groupings from your bow. I always
prefer 60 yards; any distance of 40 yards or more is good.
Stabilizer Feel: The stabilizer package you choose must
make the bow feel as though it is part of you. If it is awkward,
you will always be aware of it in your hand and, consequently, always “analytically” think about it. This prevents
you from shifting to your “creative” focus or “feel” for the
shot process that repeats under pressure.

CONCLUSION:
Shooting archery is a fantastic way to measure yourself
against yourself. To do it well requires you to prepare thoroughly and that means covering all the bases in personal
form and equipment preparation. All too often, the balance
of the bow is overlooked or misapplied, so help yourself and
your customers establish proper bow balance by adopting a
systematic method like the one outlined in this article. Use a
bow balancing device so you can find “exactly” the weights a
given bow needs and where to locate them. Be a little more
scientific and you and your customers will reap the rewards.
Keep well. Shoot straight!
Larry Wise
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is available to conduct one and
two day Core Archery Academies on shooting form. Reach
him by email at larry@larrywise.com or call him at (717)
994-2289. Larry has a DVD title: “Core Archery Back Tension:
Defined and Demonstrated.” The DVD is available at larrywise.com for $19.95. Check out past articles by Larry Wise on
the twin websites of ArrowTrade. Use arrowtrademag.com
for high-speed connections or see arrowtrademagazine.com
for PDF downloads of articles.
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